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The relation between the activity of a single neocortical neuron and the dy-
namics of the network in which it is embedded was explored by single-unit
recordings and real-time optical imaging. The firing rate of a spontaneously
active single neuron strongly depends on the instantaneous spatial pattern of
ongoing population activity in a large cortical area. Very similar spatial patterns
of population activity were observed both when the neuron fired spontaneously
and when it was driven by its optimal stimulus. The evoked patterns could be
used to reconstruct the spontaneous activity of single neurons.

Cortical neurons are spontaneously active in
the absence of external input even in primary
sensory areas (1). Analogously, dynamic pat-
terns of ongoing population activity sweep
across the cortex, as recently demonstrated
by high-resolution optical imaging (2). The
spontaneous firing of neocortical neurons is
often considered to be a noisy, stochastic
process (3). A common assumption is that the
stochastic activity of neighboring neurons is
uncorrelated, which permits the averaging
out of this noise. However, local field poten-
tials and recordings from single neurons in-
dicate the presence of highly synchronous
ongoing activity patterns (4). Furthermore,
we have shown in anesthetized cats (5) that
the spontaneous activity of a single cortical
neuron is highly correlated with the popula-
tion activity in a large cortical area containing
millions of neurons. We inquired if there is a
relation between the ongoing patterns of cor-
tical population activity that occur simulta-
neously with the action potentials of a single
neuron, and the reproducible pattern of
evoked activity shaped by the presentation of
a well-defined optimal stimulus. We refer to
these patterns as the spontaneous and evoked
cortical states, respectively. A given evoked
cortical state can be experimentally deter-
mined if signal averaging is used to remove
the ever-changing ongoing activity from the
individual responses to repeated presentation
of that same stimulus. The pattern of evoked
cortical activity for a particular stimulus at-
tribute, such as a given orientation, and the
functional map (that is, functional architec-

ture) related to this stimulus attribute are
identical. Real-time optical imaging based on
voltage-sensitive dyes is a useful tool for
imaging the membrane potential changes of
neuronal populations (6, 7). This technique
(Fig. 1A) provides an accurate real-time view
of neuronal activity spread across several
neocortical hypercolumns, whose task is to
process the visual input. Simultaneous re-
cordings of single-unit activity and real-time
optical imaging from a surrounding region
were performed in areas 17 and 18 of the
visual cortex of anesthetized cats (8). These
allowed us to study the relation between the
probability that a neuron will fire an action
potential, and the pattern of the population
activity in that region of the cortex, both in
the presence and in the absence of visual
input.

We first searched for neurons exhibiting a
relatively high rate of spontaneous activity
when the animal’s eyes were closed (9).
Next, we characterized the orientation tuning
properties of these neurons and selected the
neurons with sharp tuning preference and
robust response. We chose orientation tuning
as the specific functional property because
the majority of neurons in cat striate cortex
are tuned for the orientation of bars or grat-
ings (10). Furthermore, the functional archi-
tecture and intracortical circuitry underlying
orientation tuning are well known (11). We
then performed simultaneous optical imaging
and single-unit recordings for a period of 30
to 70 s during which a drifting grating of
optimal orientation was presented (12). To
determine the pattern of the evoked cortical
state for which the neuron has a maximal
firing rate, we averaged over all patterns ob-
served at the times corresponding to action
potentials that were evoked by the optimal
stimulus (5). The spatial pattern thus ob-
served is illustrated in Fig. 1C. We refer to
such a spatial pattern as the neuron’s pre-

ferred cortical state (PCS) (13). We then cal-
culated the single condition orientation map
from the same data by triggering the spatial
patterns of activity on the time of stimulus
onset. Not surprisingly, we found that the
neuron’s PCS pattern was very similar to the
functional architecture map of the orientation
columns illustrated in Fig. 1D (14).

We evaluated the similarity between ev-
ery spatial pattern of population activity and
the neuron’s PCS. As a measure of the sim-
ilarity between the two patterns, we used their
correlation coefficient. We then compared
the observed spike train (green bars) and the
time course of the similarity (red trace, Fig.
2A). Each presentation of the optimal stimu-
lus evoked increased spiking activity (bursts)
and, as expected, the pattern of population
activity became more similar to the neuron’s
PCS, as reflected by higher values of corre-
lation coefficients (15). Another way of as-
sessing the resemblance between the discrete
spike train (green) and the continuous corre-
lation trace (red) is to reconstruct a spike train
(blue) from the correlation trace (16). Evi-
dently, the two spike trains are similar. This
procedure predicted well the occurrence of
bursts in the observed spike train rather than
the exact timing of single action potentials.
Even in the absence of a stimulus, the neuron
still tended to fire when the instantaneous
cortical state was most similar to the neuron’s
PCS (Fig. 2B). The observed and reconstruct-
ed spike trains were similar; the bursts and
sometimes even single action potentials con-
curred with the upswings in the value of the
correlation between these two patterns. Thus,
the spontaneous activity of the neuron could
to a large extent be reconstructed from the
time course of the similarity between the
population activity and the neuron’s PCS. It
is important to emphasize that the PCS of the
neuron was computed from an evoked re-
cording session. These results imply that the
spatial pattern revealed by computing the
PCS of a neuron, and the spontaneous corti-
cal state obtained by averaging over times
corresponding to spontaneous action poten-
tials, should be similar. Figure 2, C and D,
illustrate that these two spatial patterns are
indeed very similar (17). An example from a
different animal is presented in Fig. 2, E and
F. Because the PCS obtained during activa-
tion is similar to the functional architecture
(Fig. 1, C and D), these results indicate that
the spontaneous activity of cortical neurons
depends on the underlying functional archi-
tecture associated with their tuning properties
(18). The fact that the same states appeared
during both spontaneous and evoked activity
of the neurons also suggests that even in the
presence of sensory inputs, the response of
cortical neurons is affected by dynamically
switching cortical states and is not only a
direct reflection of the input.
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We then investigated what fraction of spon-
taneous action potentials were related to the
patterns of population activity and to the func-
tional architecture (19). We computed the his-
togram of correlation coefficients, showing the
number of frames occurring for any given value
of correlation coefficient, over an entire imaging
session (Fig. 3A). The symmetric shape of the
histogram, centered on 0, indicates that the state
of the network has no bias toward the PCS of

any given neuron. We also calculated the anal-
ogous histogram only for the times at which the
monitored single neuron fired an action poten-
tial (Fig. 3B). We refer to this histogram as the
activity histogram. In contrast to the first sym-
metric histogram shown in Fig. 3A, the activity
histogram exhibits a significant bias toward pos-
itive correlation values. This implies that a ma-
jority of the spontaneous action potentials occur
when the population activity is positively corre-

lated with the neuron’s functional architecture.
In order to obtain the probability that a neuron
will fire an action potential at any given value of
the correlation coefficient, we divided the bot-
tom histogram by the top one (Bayes rule),
which resulted in a steadily increasing function
past a certain threshold. To obtain the predicted
instantaneous firing rate of a neuron, we further
divided this probability by the duration of the
time frame (Fig. 3C). At low values of correla-
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Fig. 1. (A) The experimental setup for real-time optical imaging (6–8).
(B) (Upper row) Movie frames depicting the development in time of
a single condition orientation map in response to a presentation of
vertical gratings. Frames are 9.6 ms apart. Only the changes in light
intensity are shown here. Light patches show maximum activation
and correspond to vertical orientation domains; the darker patches
are also activated (subthreshold activation) although to a smaller
extent. They correspond to the horizontal orientation columns as
shown in the lower row. Clipping range: DF/F 5 4 3 1024 where F is
the fluorescence intensity. (Lower row) Same as in upper row for the
differential orientation map. DF/F 5 7 3 1024. (C) The neuron’s PCS
for the evoked session shown in (B). DF/F 5 4 3 1024. (D) The single
condition orientation map, as shown in (B). DF/F 5 4 3 1024.

Fig. 2. Relation between the action potentials of
a single neuron and the population state of the
network. (A) Black trace: stimulus time course.
Red trace: correlation coefficient of the instan-
taneous snapshot of population activity with the
PCS pattern. Green trace: observed spike train of
evoked activity with the optimal orientation for
that neuron. Blue trace: reconstructed spike train
(16). The similarity between the reconstructed
and observed spike trains is evident. Also, strong
upswings in the values of correlation coefficients
are evident each time the neuron emits bursts of
action potentials. Every strong burst is followed
by a marked downswing in the values of the
correlation coefficients. (B) The same as (A), but
for a spontaneous activity recording session
from the same neuron (eyes closed). (C) The
neuron’s PCS, calculated during evoked activity
and used to obtain both (A) and (B). (D) The
cortical state corresponding to spontaneous ac-
tion potentials. The two patterns are nearly
identical (correlation coefficient 0.81). (E and F)
Another example of the similarity between the
neuron’s PCS (E) and the cortical state corre-
sponding to spontaneous activity (F) from a
different cat obtained with the high-resolution
imaging system (correlation coefficient 0.74). Clipping range: DF/F 5 1 3 1024.
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tion coefficients, the firing rate is practically
zero, and above a certain value it increases
monotonically. This graph implies that a neu-
ron’s instantaneous firing rate is higher, the
more similar the instantaneous population activ-
ity pattern is to its functional architecture. Sim-
ilar results were obtained in five different cats
(Fig. 3, D to F). On average, the bias of the
activity histogram was 80%, namely 80% of
spikes concurred with positive correlation coef-
ficients. The same analysis performed over re-
cording sessions during which the neurons were
driven by a visual stimulus with optimal orien-
tation produced similar results.

The fact that nearly the same population
state occurs during both spontaneous and
evoked activity of a cortical neuron suggests
that in the absence of stimulation, the cortical
network wanders through various states repre-
sented by coherent firing of different neuronal
assemblies. When the network activity happens
to be in a particular state, neurons with a pref-
erence for this state will have the highest firing
rate. When a stimulus is presented, it will quick-
ly push the network from whichever state it was
in, into the neuron’s PCS, which in turn repre-
sents the stimulus. The similarity between the
underlying functional architecture and the neu-
ron’s PCS suggests not only a significant degree
of coherent activity in a given cortical orienta-
tion column at the recording site, but also co-
herent activation of distant functional domains
with similar tuning properties over a large cor-
tical area. This synchronicity during spontane-

ous activity is presumably mediated by the long-
range horizontal cortical connections (20). The
results presented here also suggest that orienta-
tion domains tuned to different orientations will
show a lower level of spike synchronicity
during ongoing activity. In the absence of a
stimulus, the transitions between cortical
states are probably affected by feedback inhi-
bition (21), the dynamic properties of cortical
connections (22), or spike frequency adapta-
tion (23). In the awake animal input from
either lower or higher areas (24) may affect
the cortical state, which may in turn represent
higher levels of cortical processing.

Our results indicate that the spontaneous
firing of single neurons is tightly linked to
the cortical networks in which they are
embedded. The idea of a network is a cen-
tral concept in theoretical brain research
(25), and it is now finally possible to di-
rectly visualize the cortical networks and
their states in action at high spatiotemporal
resolution. It appears that in addition to the
fruitful studies of single neurons, it is also
important to study their behavior in the
context of the entire neuronal network. Ex-
ploring cortical states is likely to reveal
new and fundamental principles about neu-
ral strategies for cortical processing, repre-
sentations of objects, memories, context,
expectations, and particularly about the in-
terplay between internal cortical represen-
tations and the sensory input in primary
sensory areas.
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Osteoporosis and other diseases of bone loss are a major public health problem.
Here it is shown that the statins, drugs widely used for lowering serum cho-
lesterol, also enhance new bone formation in vitro and in rodents. This effect
was associated with increased expression of the bone morphogenetic protein–2
(BMP-2) gene in bone cells. Lovastatin and simvastatin increased bone
formation when injected subcutaneously over the calvaria of mice and
increased cancellous bone volume when orally administered to rats. Thus,
in appropriate doses, statins may have therapeutic applications for the
treatment of osteoporosis.

Diseases of bone loss are a major public
health problem for women in all Western
communities. It is estimated that 30 million
Americans are at risk for osteoporosis, the
most common of these diseases, and there are
probably 100 million people similarly at risk
worldwide (1). These numbers are growing
as the elderly population increases. Despite
recent successes with drugs that inhibit bone
resorption, there is a clear need for nontoxic
anabolic agents that will substantially in-
crease bone formation in people who have
already suffered substantial bone loss. There
are no such drugs currently approved for this
indication.

In a search for agents that enhance osteo-
blast differentiation and bone formation, we
looked for small molecules that activated the
promoter of the bone morphogenetic pro-
tein–2 (BMP-2) gene. We chose this assay
because osteoblast differentiation is enhanced
by members of the BMP family, including
BMP-2 (2), whereas other bone growth fac-
tors such as transforming growth factor–b
and the fibroblast growth factors (FGFs)
stimulate osteoblast proliferation but inhibit

osteoblast differentiation (3). To test the ef-
fects of compounds on BMP-2 gene expres-
sion, we used the firefly luciferase reporter
gene driven by the mouse BMP-2 promoter
(22736/1114 base pairs). The gene was
transfected into an immortalized murine os-
teoblast cell line, which was derived from a
transgenic mouse in which simian virus–40
(SV40) large T antigen was directed to cells
in the osteoblast lineage (4), and the effects
on the promoter were assessed by luciferase
activity in the cell lysates.

We examined more than 30,000 com-
pounds from a natural products collection and
identified the statin lovastatin as the only
natural product in this collection that specif-
ically increased luciferase activity in these
cells. The statins are commonly prescribed
drugs that inhibit 3-hydroxy-3-methylglutaryl
coenzyme A (HMG Co-A) reductase and de-
crease hepatic cholesterol biosynthesis, there-
by reducing serum cholesterol concentrations
and lowering the risk of heart attack (5, 6).
We also examined the effects of related
statins simvastatin, mevastatin, and fluvastat-
in in this assay. Each of these compounds was
maximally effective at 5 mM and had no
effects at concentrations lower than 1 mM.
The increase in luciferase activity was
blocked by the immediate downstream me-
tabolite of HMG Co-A reductase, mevalonate
(7), which suggests that the effects on bone
formation were causally linked to inhibition
of this enzyme [although mevalonate may
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